BARC Animal Shelter & Adoptions
Shelter Residency 10+ Days
1/9/2023

2:31:24AM

This report is intended for currently approved rescue partners and fosters.
If you are an interested adopter please visit our website at <htps://www.houstontx.gov/barc/adopt_a_pet.html>
for more informaton on adoptng.
These pets are currently on campus and their release date is either tomorrow or has already passed.

DOG
Animal ID

A1849789
Description:

Name
COCO

DueOut Date

Kennel No

11/2/2022

DA42

Condition

Weight
49.2

Days in Shelter
72

NORMAL

(S) 2Y, WHITE / BLACK, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 11/08/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Sweetie is loose and wiggly when walking outside. Her body stays relaxed and when the leash becomes
tight she looks back up at me and slows down. When placing the leash on her she stands still takes a step forward after the
leash is secure on her. She has soft squinty eyes and leans into my leg when I pet her back.

Animal ID

A1855531
Description:

Name
ALICE

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/14/2022

DD30

Condition

Weight
40.6

Days in Shelter
27

NORMAL

(F) 1Y 6M, BLACK / WHITE, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

PURRFURRED5
Eval. Notes: 01/02/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Walks much better on the leash now.
Bouncy with light step, staying close to my ankles while walking. Small play bows, continuing to bounce while walking towards
the runs. Wiggly with a wagging tail.

Animal ID

A1856571
Description:

Name
JAFAR

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/17/2022

SOUTHB08

Weight
56.2

(N) 1Y, BRN MERLE / WHITE, CATAHOULA MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

Condition
NORMAL

Days in Shelter
27

PURRFURRED5
Eval. Notes: 12/19/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Very wiggly, playful, and people-friendly.
Wagging tail and soft, rolling body.
Follows tossed treats while walking on leash.
Very puppy-like, very mushy, plays tug-o-war with leash when removed from neck. Stands on hind legs and softly mouths hand.
Very sweet and friendly.

Eval. Notes: 12/14/2022
INTAKE: caller states there is one tan/white dog refusing to leave property/caller is elderly and cant get her mail/2nd call

Animal ID

A1855706
Description:

Name
AUGUST

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/18/2022

DD31

Condition

Weight
53

Days in Shelter
26

GI

(M) 1Y 1M, WHITE / BROWN, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE/NAD

PURRFURRED5
Eval. Notes: 12/24/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: August was sitting in the middle of the kennel and when i opened the kennel door to leash him he had a
wiggly body and when i opened the kennel door wider he walked next to me and would lean against me time to time as we walk.
He ate the treats i offered him and just was next to me as we waited for his kennel to be clean . In the kennel he lays in his bed
and when citizens come in he stands in front of the kennel with a wagging tail.

Eval. Notes: 12/15/2022
INTAKE: Caller reporting 1/white pitbull & 1/brn dog loose on property for a week almost bit someone pls make contact pls
reference

Animal ID

A1857022
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

MISTLETOE

12/21/2022

SOUTHC28

Weight
51

Condition

Days in Shelter
23

NORMAL

(F) 2Y, BROWN / WHITE, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 12/30/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching the Kennel, Mistletoe was laying down. When she saw me she stood up quickly, her tail
wagging and her body was loose and wiggly. Mistletoe is easy to leash up and walks very well on a loose leash. She is very
friendly, and loves to be pet all over. While walking shed stop and look up at me wanting me to pet her. When returning to the
kennel she is still easy to leash however now she is a bit more excited and pulls on her leash slightly. She is able to be
redirected with treats when she pulls. She wont walk into her own kennel, i had to step inside with her.

Animal ID

A1857186
Description:

Name
PRINCESSA

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/23/2022

SOUTHC19

(F) 2Y, TAN, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD

Weight
49.8

Condition
NORMAL

Days in Shelter
21

Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching the kennel, Princessa greets me at the kennel door. As she looks up at me, her body is stiff.
The tip of her tail is wagging as I give baby talk and treats. She is easy to leash up, and walks very well on the leash. She is able
to walk on a loose leash. When coming back from the runs she is a bit more excited and pulls slightly on her leash, but she can
be redirected with treats. She will only walk back into her kennel if there are treats on her bed.
Eval. Notes: 12/20/2022
INTAKE:
(Rpt_HPD_Daily_Animal_CAD)
meeting son at 12 to surrender the dogs

Animal ID

A1857183
Description:

Name
BUZZ

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/23/2022

SOUTHD15

Condition

Weight
47.8

Days in Shelter
21

URI

(M) 2Y, GRAY / WHITE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

PURRFURRED5
Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Buzz greeted me at the front of the kennel door, he held a relax loose body, soft close mouth and neutral
ears. On the leash Buzz walks well on a loose leash while still maintaining a relax body and slow swaying tail.

Pm walk - While walking the row for four on the floor, Buzz was laying on his bed in a curled position. I place some treats
through the gate and Buzz got up to walk up to the kennel door and took the treats out of my hand softly. Notice Buzz is very
quiet in his kennel when citizens are walking pass his kennel, he will walk up to them in a relax body posture or he will be laying
on the bed.
Eval. Notes: 12/20/2022
INTAKE: caller states a gray lrg stray dog running loose near construction site

Animal ID

A1857306
Description:

Name
LINUS

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/24/2022

SOUTHA03

Condition

Weight
45.6

WOUND

(M) 7M, BLACK / WHITE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD/NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/03/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Patiently sitting at the front of the kennel as he held a loose body, soft close mouth and neutral ears.
Walked on a loose leash as he accepted treats when offered .
Eval. Notes: 12/21/2022
INTAKE: 6 AGGRESIVE DOGS ROAMING AREA UNLEASHED CAUSING ISSUE WITH MAIL DELIVERY

Days in Shelter
20

Animal ID

A1855307
Description:

Name
MAX

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/24/2022

SOUTHB05

Condition

Weight
50.0

Days in Shelter
20

WOUND

(M) 1Y 7M, BLONDE / TAN, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD/NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 12/15/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Eager for am walk. Watches outside window as I am walking other dogs outside . Approaching his kennel he
presents a wiggly body, fast wagging tail, and soft open mouth with tongue out. When trying to leash him he does try to push
through but he is stopped by the cone. Walks on a semi tight leash. Treat motivated but has a hard time seeing/finding treats
because of cone. Walks back into kennel with no issues. Quiet throughout the day. approaches kennel if someone walks by
Eval. Notes: 12/04/2022
INTAKE: 1/med/brwn stray roaming the area very aggressive has charged caller/ ALREADY CHARGED AND TRIED TO BITE
PLEASE SWEEP
Eval. Notes: 12/16/2022
MEDICAL CONSULT: Medical cosult with potential adopter. Explained the wounds and medication. Ok to proceed with the
adoption.

Animal ID

A1857309
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

CHRISTIAN

12/24/2022

SOUTHB22

Condition

Weight
67

Days in Shelter
20

HEARTWORMS

(M) 5Y, TAN / BLACK, GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/02/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Mellow and relaxed. Christian didn't hear me open his kennel door and continued sleeping on the floor.
I touched him with the leash and he looked behind him. He stood slowly and I placed the leash around his neck before he
walked out of the kennel.
He walked slowly out of the building, shaking his head alot, as we approached the runs.
He remained quiet inside the run, walking back and forth slowly.
Eval. Notes: 12/21/2022
INTAKE: 6 AGGRESIVE DOGS ROAMING AREA UNLEASHED CAUSING ISSUE WITH MAIL DELIVERY

Animal ID

A1857269
Description:

Name
HANTA

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/24/2022

SOUTHC07

Weight
48.8

(M) 1Y 7M, BLACK / BROWN, SHIBA INU MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD

Condition
NORMAL

Days in Shelter
20

Eval. Notes: 12/29/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching kennel, Hanta greets me with a soft wagging tail. He was hesitant as I went to leash him up. I
offered him treats and baby talked to him. He was still hesitant and kept his body low and the back of the kennel. Once I
leashed him up he immediately bolted for the kennel door. Avoiding eye contact with me and keeping his body low to the
ground. While walking he matched my pace and walked directly beside me. While passing other dogs when they would bark at
him he would quickly try to go in between my legs. Once outside he was more confident and his tail started to wag more. He
started to accept treats as well. When returning from the run his confidence remains. Once inside he does start to become
more hesitant as I had to step inside the kennel with him.
Eval. Notes: 12/21/2022
INTAKE: 3 loose dogs

Animal ID

A1857287
Description:

Name
CICI

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/24/2022

SOUTHC30

Condition

Weight
65

Days in Shelter
20

NORMAL

(F) 1Y 7M, BRINDLE / WHITE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 12/30/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching kennel, CiCi greets me with a wagging tail and a wiggly loose body. She does jump up against
the kennel, however treats on the ground do redirect her. She is easy to leash. She can be loose leash walked. While in the run
she does become more excited but she still remains easy to leash up. Returning back from the run she does pull slightly but
stops when offered treats. When she is overly excited she does tend to over bite when taking treats from my hand. She will walk
into her kennel on her own.

Animal ID

A1857267
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

ROCKETTE

12/24/2022

SOUTHB15

Weight
77

Condition

Days in Shelter
20

OTHER

(S) 2Y, BROWN / WHITE, AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE/NAD

Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Rockette was laying on her bedding with a squeaker toy in her mouth. Her bedding was soiled with pieces of
it torn around her. I opened the door to leash Rockette and tethered her for cleaning, due to the weather. She carried the
squeaker toy out and held it in her mouth while she stood on all four.
She was quiet and displayed neutral body language, while her kennel was being sanitized.
After cleaning, I returned Rockette to her kennel.
When I walked a different dog past the front of her kennel , she immediately charged forward and loudly growled. She shook the
door so hard that the body of the kennel door pushed all the way out.
I covered her throughout the rest of the cleaning and avoided walking dogs past her kennel.

Animal ID

A1857298
Description:

Name
DORA

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/24/2022

SOUTHD16

Weight
42.4

(F) 4Y, TAN / BLACK, GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Condition
GI

Days in Shelter
20

PURRFURRED5
Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Dora greeted me at the front of the kennel door with a loose wiggly body, wagging tail, soft close mouth. On
the leash, Dora walks well on a loose leash. When she's in the kennel, Dora will run up to the kennel door start barking and
jumping on the door when dogs are passing by. Will cover kennel and monitor

Animal ID

A1857458
Description:

Name
PRIYA

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/25/2022

SOUTHB11

Condition

Weight
41

Days in Shelter
19

HEARTWORMS

(F) 2Y, TAN, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/05/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Ears back, soft closed mouth, fixing front paws to stand closer to kennel door with squinty eyes, licking my
hands through kennel door but looking quickly to her sides when other dogs barked, sat on her own and took treats. Consider
moving to NB kennels for quieter environment.
Eval. Notes: 12/22/2022
INTAKE: 1/sml/brwn tied in the front yard, 1 other dog in a cage and 1/med/blk dog is chained in the back yard no water no food
no shelter per anon caller

Animal ID

A1857415
Description:

Name
DAISY

DueOut Date

Kennel No

1/2/2023

SOUTHB28

Condition

Weight
49.2

Days in Shelter
19

HEARTWORMS

(S) 1Y 1M, WHITE / BRINDLE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 12/22/2022
INTAKE: 2 stray dogs roaming loose

Animal ID

A1857386
Description:

Name
INDIGO

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/25/2022

SOUTHC09

Weight
53

Condition

Days in Shelter

GI

(F) 1Y 1M, BROWN, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/06/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching the kennel, Indigo greets me with a wagging tail and a open happy panting mouth. She started
to jump up against the kennel door. I threw treats down to redirect her. They worked long enough for me to leash her up. Indigo
cannot walk on a loose leash, she does pull. Treats will partially work to redirect her behavior. Returning back from the runs, she
is overly aroused and starts jumping up and down. I attempted to use treats do redirect her, she was not responding to the
treats. She will walk into her kennel on her own.
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Animal ID

A1857384
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

PATRIETTE

12/25/2022

DADOPT16

Condition

Weight
54

Days in Shelter
19

HEARTWORMS

(F) 4Y, BROWN / WHITE, AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 12/22/2022
: MAIN OFFICE OF THIS ADDRESS IS REPORTING ADDRESS IS NEGLECTING A TAN MIXED PITBULL. MOBILE HOME
PARK AND LOT 109. TIED OF TO TREE WITH A CHAIN
OWNER SAID THEY PUT THE DOG INSIDE EVERY NIGHT BUT THE OFFICE TOLD THEM TO REMOVE THE DOG OR
THEY HAVE TO MOVE OUT AND THEY SURRENDER THE DOG, VERY FRIENDLY( IN HEAT0
Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Forward barking at other dogs that are walking past her kennel, Hackles, whale eyes. I toss treats to the
back while passing and it worked initially and then she still continued. Covered up her kennel while doing morning walk and she
would peek through the corner of sheet to bark at the other dogs. Marking adopt eval and will monitor behavior.

Animal ID

A1857483
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

WAVERLY

12/25/2022

SOUTHD12

Condition

Weight
56.2

Days in Shelter
19

URI

(F) 4Y, BRINDLE / WHITE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

PURRFURRED5
Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Apprpach the kennel, Waverly presented a relax loose wiggly body, walk well on the leash and walk next to
me when walking to the next clean kennel.

Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
MEDICAL CONSULT: 01/08/23 17:11 Spoke w/ citizen C. Turner regarding hwtx, hw prevention, crate training, URI, and
boosters (once URI is resolved). Wants to think about it some more. Informed her that triheart will be $45 for 6m of triheart
brown. She understood. Citizen asked how many more days dog has here in the shelter and I stated that she is on the list for
tomorrow. She will try to figure out what to do as far as adopting. I informed CSR supervisor.

Animal ID

A1857459
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

CARBIBO

12/25/2022

SOUTHD18

Condition

Weight
55

Days in Shelter

URI

(M) 1Y 1M, BLACK / WHITE, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD/NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Carbibo greeted me at the front of the kennel door, he held a relax body, soft eyes, swaying tail and soft
close mouth. On the leash Carbibo walks well on a loose leash
Eval. Notes: 12/22/2022
INTAKE: 1/sml/brwn tied in the front yard, 1 other dog in a cage and 1/med/blk dog is chained in the back yard no water no food
no shelter per anon caller
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Animal ID

A1736868
Description:

Name
SIREN

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/31/2022

DD20

Condition

Weight
51.8

Days in Shelter
17

DERMATITIS

(S) 3Y, WHITE / BLACK, AMER BULLDOG MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

I have a
BARCTRANSFERhold!

Eval. Notes: 01/03/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Energetic and bouncy.
Kennel clean overnight.
Leashed walked this morning with a relaxed body and floppy ears.
Eval. Notes: 01/06/2021
DOG TO DOG: 1736868 walked on a loose leash and wagging tail. As she noticed A1736873 she started to playbowl , licking
other dog with a wiggly body showing a lot of interest to interact.

Animal ID

A1857674
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

BULLSEYE

12/27/2022

SOUTHB25

Condition

Weight
59

Days in Shelter
17

HEARTWORMS

(M) 4Y, BRINDLE, GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

LOW POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/05/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Bullseye greeted me in front of the kennel when i approched him and when i opened the kennel door to
leash him he tries to get out through my leg so i have to close the door and try again i was able to leash him by looping the
leash quickly and when we walked towards the runs he was lose leash and in the run he was vocal but and we got back to his
kennel he was quiet and through out the day until he seen a lot of people coming in the row he began to sit in front of the kennel
door and whine and just be vocal with whines.
Eval. Notes: 12/24/2022
INTAKE: Reporting a mix of huskies, pit bulls, and various other dogs that are congegrating in her yard making it difficult for her
to come in and out. States dogs are barking at her and run at her in an aggressive manner. Contact complainant.

Animal ID

A1857636
Description:

Name
TRINA

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/27/2022

SOUTHC29

Condition

Weight
44.6

Days in Shelter

WOUND

(F) 1Y 1M, BLACK / WHITE, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD/NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 12/30/2022
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Had tail semi tucked and worried brow. I squatted and called her and she hesitantly came forward. I leashed
her and she walked out with her tail still partially tucked. I easily did a loose muzzle and she stood still for vaccine. Easy to walk
back into kennel and let me take off her leash while holding the same body langauge as above .
Eval. Notes: 12/24/2022
INTAKE: K-9 Angels, requesting pickup
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Animal ID

A1857652
Description:

Name
DUDE

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/27/2022

SOUTHC23

Weight
63

Condition

Days in Shelter
17

HEARTWORMS

(M) 6Y, TRICOLOR, GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/05/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching the kennel, Dude is laying down on the ground panting. His tail is still. He tilted his head slightly
as he watched me open the kennel to leash him up. He is easy to leash up. Once leashed up he quickly pushes his way out of
the kennel. Dude is able to walk on a loose leash, as he doesn't pull. After the runs he was drooling a little bit but stopped once I
greeted him. His mouth is open as he is giving a happy pant. He is easy to leash back up. His behavior continues as he still is
able to walk on a loose leash and his tail is still. He does not like walking into his kennel and he pulled against me refusing to go
in. I had to go inside the kennel and give him a few treats.
Eval. Notes: 12/24/2022
INTAKE: 1/lrg/yellow pit and many other strays roaming the area/ dogs are very aggrs towards children and pedestrians please
sweep

Animal ID

A1857642
Description:

Name
AVIATOR

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/24/2022

SOUTHC25

Weight
43.0

Condition

Days in Shelter
17

NORMAL

(M) 3Y, BROWN, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NAD/NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Aviator had to be moved from the kennel C16 as he had opened the guillotine and was with the dog in the
opposite kennel C17. There was no dog fight as both dogs were calm with each other. When approaching him in his original
kennel he greets me with a wagging tail and is easy to leash up. Aviator was easy to leash up when taken out of the kennel
C17. When returning back from the run, he is over aroused but he can be redirected with treats.

Animal ID

A1857698
Description:

Name
PRINCE

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/28/2022

DADOPT04

Weight
63

Condition

Days in Shelter

NORMAL

(M) 2Y, RED / WHITE, ALASKAN HUSKY MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

NEGATIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/08/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching the kennel he is lying down on the kennel floor in a frog position. He gets up and presents a
relaxed body, and fast wagging tail. Easy to leash, walks on a loose leash will attempt to dart suddenly while on leash. Has the
zoomies and playbows to me.
Noticed throughout the day that prince would forward bark at other dogs when he is walking out of his kennel passing other
dogs/. Placing on adopt eval and will monitor behavior.
Eval. Notes: 12/25/2022
INTAKE: 1-male beige, no tags no collars.
1- looks like husky mix, all white. at the end night they go back to this home. residents feed the animal. attacking other dogs,
also have attack people
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Animal ID

A1857688
Description:

Name
CHEERIO

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/28/2022

SOUTHA09

Condition

Weight
50.8

Days in Shelter
16

HEARTWORMS

(N) 1Y 2M, BROWN / WHITE, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

HIGH POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/05/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching kennel, dog comes to me slowly with a slow tail wag and a low head. I saw that he was
intruding with his surgery incision so I placed a e-cone on him. He started to attempt to pull it off and would pause for long
periods of time when walking with him head down and low hanging tail. 01/05/23 14:38
Eval. Notes: 12/25/2022
INTAKE: Reporting a mix of huskies, pit bulls, and various other dogs that are congegrating in her yard making it difficult for her
to come in and out. States dogs are barking at her and run at her in an aggressive manner. Contact complainant.

Animal ID

A1857687
Description:

Name
LONDON

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/28/2022

SOUTHB19

Weight
40

Condition

Days in Shelter
16

HEARTWORMS

(F) 1Y 6M, TAN / WHITE, LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

LOW POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/04/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Quiet and mannerable. Always quiet and laying on bedding while inside her kennel.
When leashed she gives a slow wag with a loose tail.
She also "smiles" at you ; raising sides of her lips, showing gums & teeth while wiggling body.
Eval. Notes: 12/25/2022
INTAKE: Reporting a mix of huskies, pit bulls, and various other dogs that are congegrating in her yard making it difficult for her
to come in and out. States dogs are barking at her and run at her in an aggressive manner. Contact complainant.

Animal ID

A1857683
Description:

Name

DueOut Date

Kennel No

DUCHESS

12/29/2022

DADOPT09

Weight
57.8

Condition

Days in Shelter

HEARTWORMS

(F) 5Y, BLACK / WHITE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

LOW POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/07/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Behavior has slightly improved. During the first half of the day she is barking when someone walks by her
kennel and does not give her attention. After awhile she goes to her bed and lies down and plays with her enrichment. Walks on
a loose leash with a bouncy step and high wagging tail, squinty eyes. Loves pets when pet her she will jump up and lean into
pets more.
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Animal ID

A1857692
Description:

Name
LOPEZ

DueOut Date

Kennel No

12/28/2022

SOUTHC08

Weight
65

Condition

Days in Shelter
16

HEARTWORMS

(M) 3Y, BROWN / WHITE, STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

LOW POSITIVE

Eval. Notes: 01/01/2023
BEHAVIOR NOTE: Approaching kennel, Lopez is lying down on his bed. As I approach the kennel door he slowly stands up and
calmly walks over. His tail is low lying and his ears and relaxed. He watches me as I throw treats down. He only eats a few off
the ground. Lopez is easy to leash up as he just stands there watching me. Once leashed he steps out of the kennel slowly. He
will walk past the other dogs just fine however if any dog stops and they sniff noses through the kennel he does start to bark .
Once outside he does pull while walking. Once he comes back from the runs he still is pulling. He wont walk into his own
kennel, I had to walk in with him.

PUPPY
Animal ID

A1858087
Description:

Name
KYLA

DueOut Date

Kennel No

1/1/2023

SOUTHC10

Weight

(F) 5M, BROWN / BLACK, CATAHOULA MIX DOG

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Not tested

21

Condition
NORMAL

Days in Shelter
12

